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MINUTES OF THE THIRTY-SIXTH MEETING OF THE KENT LOCAL DENTAL COMMITTEE 
HELD ON WEDNESDAY, 11th JANUARY 2012 AT 6.00 PM AT THE HOLIDAY INN,  

MAIDSTONE ROAD, ROCHESTER, KENT  ME5 9SF. 
 

Present:  Drs Allen, Adesanya, Ahmad, Costello, Courtney, Clarke, De Sarker, Hartle, Hogan, 
Hammond, Hymas, Lynch, Newell, Nugent, M Patel, N Patel, U Patel, Pitchforth, Sheridan, Shivji, 
Trivedi, Unter, Watts and Winstone.   
 
Dr Hogan welcomed everyone wishing them a Happy and New Year. 
 

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE.   
Apologies were received from: Drs Bishop, Chopra, Morenas and Manoj Patel (GDPC 
member for E Kent).  Mary Henderson phoned to apologise that she was stuck in traffic 
and may not arrive in time for the close of meeting. 

2. LAST MEETING – Wednesday 5 October 2011 
(a) Confirmation of the Minutes – A few minor amendments were made to the minutes, 

otherwise they were agreed.  Action: Clerk, as usual, to email the amended minutes to 
the Chairperson who would upload them on the KLDC website. 

(b) Matters Arising – There were no matters arising. 
 

3. NOTICE OF ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
Two items were added to the agenda and would be discussed under 19.  These were 
(a) Use of DACs Units – Dr M Patel  
(b) Hygiene – Dr Hammond. 

 
4. SECRETARY: 

(a) Correspondence Received and Written - Dr Unter requested that he be able to bring up 
each item as it appears on the agenda as usual. 

(b) Report of Meetings – Dr Unter requested once again that he report on the various 
meetings attended as they appear on the agenda. 

(c) Annual Report and Notice of AGM (Wednesday, 18th April 2012) Dr Unter reported that 
the Annual Report would be written between now and the April Meeting and he would 
bring the draft along to the next meeting for approval.  If anyone had anything that they 
would like to add they were requested to let him know. 
  

5. TREASURER 
(a) Dr Winstone announced that the KLDC were in a good financial position with £128,000 

in the bank.  The PCTs were making regular payments. 
(b) Statutory & Voluntary Levy – The Committee discussed the payments that were paid to 

the various funds last year.   
 

Last year £16K was paid to the British Dental Guild.  It was agreed this year to increase 
this to £17K.  Last Year £6K was paid to the Sick Dentist Health Support.  It was 
agreed this would remain the same.   Last year £3K was paid to the Benevolent Fund 
and it was agreed to increase this to 3.5K this year. 
 

6. GDS ARRANGENTS UPDATES AND LDC OFFICIALS DAY 2011 
Dr Unter reported on the plans for PAG and DMG.  There was to be one Performance 
Advisory Group Meeting every two or three months across the whole cluster rather than 
individual PAG meetings in each PCT.  Where previously some contractual matters have 
been discussed at PAG these will now be discussed by a separate” Contract Committee”.  
It is unknown from the proposals from the new PAG arrangements under Liz Meers where 
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continued input will be sought at PAG from the LDC.  New plans for the DMG (Decision 
Making Groups) are also under discussion and once again the role of the LDC is unclear. 
 
Medway PCT  has tried to produce a suitable cluster Incorporation Policy based on a draft 
version produced by West Kent amalgamated with one apparently approved by the Board 
of Eastern and Coastal PCT.  This was passed for comments before Christmas.  There are 
many issues concerning the PCTs with allowing incorporation, however, Dr Unter reported 
that he and a number of other members who had attended at that mornings Local 
Professional Network meeting, did not recall ever seeing or approving the East Kent 
version either before or since its submission to the East Kent Board.  Action: Dr Unter will 
attend a further meeting in two weeks to discuss this in detail with both Annie Godden 
(Head of Quality) and Mo Hall (W Kent Contracts Manager).  Dr Unter will if appropriate 
discuss this with the BDA who would know what other PCTs are doing up and down the 
country and report back at the next meeting. 
  
LDC Officials Day (Dec 2011) – Attended by both Dr Hogan and Dr Unter.  Jim Lafferty 
was the first speaker of the day.  Sue Gregory, Deputy Chief Officer gave an update on the 
new contract pilots and how the new software was working with the oral health assessment 
for patients that places them on the new care pathway. Reports given by practitioners 
undertaking the current pilots were not convincing. 
 
Dr Unter had received an email from Christopher Allen regarding HIV testing Kits (Rapid 
Antibody Test) on behalf of Marina Waters from OH Works Ltd.  The Kits are sold in packs 
of ten and have a shelf life of 10 months.    The kits were available at £7.00 per kit. It was 
felt that the kits were a good idea to allow prompt testing of staff in the event of accidental 
inoculation injury. Dr Allen was asked to take this forward with OH Works Ltd. 
 

7. PCT ISSUES 
(a) South East Coast Strategic Health Authority – This changes its name to NHS South 

England. No item to report however. 
(b) (i) Cluster Update – It was reported that there were still no definite plans as 

shadow arrangements were being worked through.  The PCTs are trying to 
organise themselves and there will be one executive board but each PCT will be 
responsible for themselves.  The GPs will mainly advise on commissioning but do 
not have enough experience so will employ people for this job.  Nationally, clusters 
of PCTs will develop into local NHS Commissioning boards.  Dentistry will be going 
to the Clinical Board and there will probably be one commissioning group in Kent.     

(ii) Dental Network Group – This has changed its name to Local Professional 
Network.  Some of the items discussed were:- Sutton Valence School to maintain 
its facilities, the agreement would be with the headmaster and the salaried services 
with the salaried services still visiting; PCTs were to issue breach notices if 
practices fall below 96% of contracted activity (with practices having the option to 
make non-recurrent reductions in their contract to avoid breaches ahead of 31st 
March).  2+ breaches have risk of losing/having to renegotiate contracts; Terms of 
reference for “Local professional Network” and membership (replaces previous 
“Dental Network Group”), to be signed off by Committee; HEP B booster every 5 
years? current evidence suggests this is not necessary;  New GDS Contracts in 
Ramsgate and Sandwich due to closure of two contracts;  Cost of biopsy increased  
from £90 to £300. PCT to foot the bill?  
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 (iii) Area Reports - these no longer exist as PCTs have scrapped Liaison 
groups/steering committees. 

(c) Kent and Medway PCTs Performance Advisory (KAMDPAG)  - There was nothing 
to report. 

(d) DentaLine – Dr Clarke reported that with the closure of the dental department at 
Tunbridge Wells Health centre it was necessary to re-locate DentaLine Services to 
Larkfield Health Centre with effect from 9th January.  Larkfield is felt to be a more 
central and accessible location and it will be of interest to monitor attendance 
patterns.   

(e) Dental practice Advisors – Reports 
(i) East Kent – Dr Hymas reported that there were fewer people at the PCT.  

As long as they need to the PCT will continue to deal with complaints and 
inspections.  Level 2 Training with Vunerable Children and Adults was a 
mandatory course that needed to be done on attendance rather than on line.  
Dr Unter reported that he paid £300 for Kathy Ross from the Local Safe-
guarding nurse (via MCH Medway) to attend his practice and do level 2 
training with all his staff in attendance together.  This may be something 
other large practices or groups of smaller practices should consider. 

(ii) Medway and West Kent - Some practices were having problems with finding 
safe-guarding training courses for this and Dr Winstone requested that if 
anyone had problems to let him know.  There was a course on 31st January 
at a cost of £20 per head (Pembury). 

(iii) West Kent (South) - It was mentioned that most dentists should have 
received their Audit CD Rom by now from the DoH.   
 

8. REPORT FROM CONSULTANT IN DENTAL PUBLIC HEALTH. 
Dr Allen reported that there was a Regional Meeting next Thursday; therefore there was 
nothing to report.  It was a very difficult time as there was a lot of uncertainty during this 
transitional time. 
 

9. KLDC WEBSITE  
Drs Hogan and Unter were to have a meeting with an alternative website provider but this 
meeting had not taken place yet. 
 

10. SALARIED DENTAL SERVICES 
(a) East Kent - Dr Johnstone’s report was attached.  The CDS now sits in the Children and 

Young Adults Directorate of Kent Community NHS Trust.  The Trust is working towards 
Foundation Trust status.  Waiting times for GA remain at 4-6 weeks and referrals are 
prioritised making some waits even shorter.  There is no waiting for domiciliary care.  
The CDS is working with Commissioners on MASH service transfer by April 2012.  All 
Clinical sites have been registered with the CQC. 

(b) West Kent – Dr Clarke’s report was attached. The new twin surgery at Sevenoaks 
Hospital will be operational from 6th January.  The dental department at Tunbridge 
Wells closed at the end of December and patients will be sent to either Sevenoaks or 
Paddock Wood. Elm House closed just prior to the sale of the building by the PCT 
following a short consultation period in October.  Patients will be able to access care at 
any of the remaining clinics in Medway. i.e. Rochester, Parkwood,  Lordswood and 
Strood. 
 

11. LMC REPORT  
Dr Nugent reported on a meeting held on 13th October at the Village Hotel.  It seems that 
there still seems to be an issue with conflict of interest.  The general consensus among 
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doctors was that the majority of them were sessional doctors and did not want to be 
partners within a practice with the commitment of being tied to one practice. One of the 
topics of conversation was around firearms and shot gun licences. Police seek information 
from GPs to see if they have any concerns regarding a patient holding this licence.  GPs 
feel there could be serious consequences if they are the reason for a patient not being 
allocated a licence and therefore do not want to get involved in this.  There seems to be a 
number of nurses who remain unregistered.  Discussions took place on pensions and 
doctors returning to work after retiring and there were also discussions on tobacco shares. 
 

12. HOSPITAL REPRESENTATIVE REPORT 
Dr Newell reported that discussions regarding the merger between DVH and Medway were 
still taking place. There was a lot of wasted time with regards to referrals and print outs of 
X-rays which needed to be addressed.  A lot of these were having to be returned as they 
were illegible / undiagnostic and a suggestion was made of using photographic paper, 
transferring via electronic mail (nhs.net account) or on disc. 
 

13. ORTHODONTIC REPORT.   
Dr Sheridan reported that the last SIG meeting had been cancelled.  She reported on the 
growing waiting list in Gravesend and that this is going out to tender but could take 12 
months.  
 

14. GENERAL DENTAL PRACTICE COMMITTEE:REPORT OF KENT REPRESENTATIVES 
Subsequent to the recent triennial elections, it was reported that Dr Bishop would be 
replaced on this Committee in West Kent by Liz Hartle, (who was already an observer on 
the KLDC), and Nasir Ahmad by Dr Manoj Patel in East Kent. The committee thanked both 
Drs Bishop and Ahmad for all their hard work and input as members of the GDPC.   It was 
hoped that both Liz and Manoj would be able to attend the LDC Annual Conference in June 
2012. 
 

15. KENT DENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
The KDAC report was attached.  Dr Allen reported that his PA was currently working on the 
renewal for the membership of the KDAC.  The constitution was changing its election 
process and members would be elected annually in the future.  They would be writing to 
people shortly. The Kent Dental Committee has now been developed into the Kent and 
Medway Dental Local Professional Network as suggested as part of the shadow NHS CB.  
KDAC will remain in its present form for the moment.  In West Kent GA waiting times are in 
breach with a high volume of referrals from patients requiring interpreters.  In East Kent GA 
waiting times are between 6-8 weeks.  DentaLine will be relocating to Larkfield at the end 
of January 2012. 
 

16. S.E. LDCs (CHANNEL MEETING) 
Dr Unter reported that the next meeting would be in March 2012 and that this would be 
reported on at the April Meeting (AGM). 
 

17. (a) Dental Foundation Training – Dr Winstone reported that they were happy with the 
progress of the new training process which appeared to be a much fairer system.    
Trainees had to go through three panels and it is the first time that trainers will not have a 
say in the system. Some Graduates will not get a place although they are more likely to 
succeed if they are flexible. 

     (b) Postgraduate Dental Advisory Reports –  

 
 

(i) Canterbury – Dr Coakley was not present, therefore there was nothing to report. 

 

(ii) Tunbridge Wells – There was nothing to report. 
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18. DATE OF NEXT MEETING – Wednesday, 18th April 2012 (AGM) – Holiday Inn, Rochester 
(previously moved from 4th April).  Dr Unter requested members let him know if they do not 
want to continue on their respective posts. 
 

19. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
(a) Use of DACs Units – Dr M Patel asked if members had personal experience of the use 

of DACs handpiece sterilisation units. A general discussion took place on various ways 
of sterilising equipment.  
 

(b) Hygiene – Dr Hammond commented on the poor quality of cleaning of the glasses at 
the meeting and made a suggestion that maybe disposable beakers would be better. 
 

FUTURE DATES: Wednesday, 4th July 2012 
        Wednesday, 10th October 2012 
   
 

 

 

 

 


